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A Zodiac Dragon Series so hot it will scorch the pages.They thought they'd live forever, but living
and existing are not the same.Marcus Kane is the first of twelve. Dragon-born in the sign of Taurus
he carries all the traits of the bull--the good and the bad.He's strong-willed, unbreakable. Deadly on
land and in the sky, but when Marcus falls in love, he falls hard.He wasn't meant to fall for the wolf,
Abrial. His only job was to protect those he loves--his family.Abrial is Alpha-born. The daughter of
the Bloodstone's pack Alpha, she will stop at nothing to defend what's hers--every wolf--and every
inch of her new found territory--and she'll break all the rules to do it.But when a rival pack moves in
ready to spill blood, Abrial comes up against an enemy deadlier than she understands. So she turns
to a stranger for help--a man who drove into a tree to save her. A man who smells like danger, but
looks at her with fire in his eyes. Marcus Kane.Family. Honor. Love.What happens when those three
collide?Who will be left standing?Who will be left heartbroken?
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I was given an ARC copy for an Honest Review. Kim blew my mind. Her dark stories captivate the

imagination. The characters are very well defined and the story grabs you from the beginning. I
really enjoy how Kim delves into the darker side of the psyche and the bond between the characters
is complex not just a the predictable mate to mate pull.Taurus involves Abrial a daughter born to the
Alpha. Kim goes beyond the traditional pack dynamics, portraying that woman are the lesser of the
pack. There only to serve the Men, the "Warriors". Abrial wants more for her pack, more for herself,
not just a woman. In an effort to save her sister who was stolen from her at a young age, Abrial
makes a deal with the devil. After accomplishing her dirty deed, she is almost ran down by Marcus
the head of his Family of Dragon. Who are just existing not living. Marcus is drawn to Abrial, and will
do what is necessary to save her, even risk his family.The twisted darker side of this paranormal
was exciting. Once I started I could not put down, which doesn't help when you start to read at 9pm.
I can't wait to read more about this family and how they rise above the evils which invaded their
territory, and how they start living again.

A dark and twisty tale from the fabulous Kim Faulks. Dragons, demons, wolves, shamans...just a bit
of everything. I am quite familiar with Kim Faulk's work and I love her dark and edgy writing style.
This book kept me turning pages until there was no more. A very engaging read with danger, twists
and turns and dragons! I had no problem following the story line. The character's are rich and in
depth. I don't have not one complaint about this book. Well except it kinda left off at a cliffhanger but
Aquarius (Book 2) is well worth the wait as well. Yes I'd recommend this book to everyone (over the
age of 18) and wouldn't change a thing about it.

The 12 zodiac dragons have become apathetic over the last few centuries. So much so that they
are starting to die. Once feared, now they are forgotten, skeletal in appearance, they are out of
touch with their dragon natures. They used to be protectors of the innocent, the oppressed. Now
they care only for themselves. Until Taurus, the bull, goes on a desperate ride to clear his head and
nearly hits a young shifter woman. Taurus, or Marcus to his brothers and sister, learns about the
horrors shifter women and children are suffering. But it is his fascination for one shifter woman who
brings Marcus back into the world. What he finds, the evil he fights, will leave readers of this
fabulous book on the edge of their chairs, turning pages as quickly as they can read to find out what
happens next. It is a book I could not put down until I finished it.

First in a series that is going to be on my must read list. The writing grabs you and takes you on a
thrilling roller coaster ride. Get ready to be entertained in grand style.Marcus Kane is one of twelve

immortal zodiac dragons tasked with protecting the innocent and keeping the balance.....only
problem the dragons have not done their job in a long time.Women and children are being sold to
Demons for sport and humans to vampires for blood.Abrial daughter to the Bloodstone pack Alpha
is about to turn the Dragon guardian's world upside down....especially Marcus who's Dragon wants
the wolf. Death and danger is lurking in the shadows and not everyone will survive.

Marcus Kane is the first born shifter dragon under the Zodiac sign Taurus he carries both the good
and bad of the Bull ! He has been told by a seerer he must correct what his brothers and sister The
Guardians have let slide into myth as they are dying from the inside out .Marcus almost hits Abrial a
wolf shifter with his car as he tries to run from what he has been told ,he swerves hitting a tree
Abrial calls 911 and gets him to the hospital,she is running from something she has done. Abrial is
the daughter of the Bloodstone Pack , something is not right between her pack and one called the
Echo Pack !Marcus comes to Abrialâ€™s aid and brings her pack to his castle, but trouble follows
them there. What happens? I was gifted a copy for an honest review barwatts@telus.net

A spell binding tale of hardship, betrayal and danger, add in a romantic attraction and you will find
yourself holding your breath waiting to see what will happen next. There were a few places that
were hard to follow but the story itself will keep you on the edge of your seat. A dragon falls for a
female alpha wolf, who has more on her mind than romance and they all involve her being in
danger. Can he protect his woman when she doesn't want protected. And will the other dragons and
wolves accept their relationship? I received a free review copy of this book in exchange for an
honest review.

I have become a fan of Kim Faulks' work within the last year; and this does not disappoint. I have
not yet finished it, so do (and with her books, cannot guess accurately) what's going to happen-but
rooting for Marcus and Abrail to manage to survive and be happy (although seems not bloody likely
for the last). Loving it! Will update when I finish it.
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